Boost Your Business With
Artiﬁcial Intelligence
AI based enterprise platform, with the
ability of chatting forms of communication,
while exchanging rich content and talking
to the end-users. Our advanced communication engine supported by NLP/NLU
(natural language processing) usage
completely simulates human-to-human
communication — the chatbot run by
Weaver platform is able to support
interactive communication with leaps
through different stories, or jumps
from step to step depending on the
natural conversational ﬂow. The
communication automation and
enrichment are the main purposes,
simultaneously spreading the
current customer pool and making
existing customers more satisﬁed. The chatbot module has
services exposed across multiple
channels with the same UX.

PROBLEM

SOLU TION

Waiting for a service is
frustraiting for everyone.
Numerous inadequate requests and
repetitive jobs take plenty of time.
Your customers prefer different
communication channels, but it’s
difﬁcult to be present on all. You
have expensive non-centralized
marketing campains caused by
low brand accessibility due to the
lack of collected data from
communication threads.

Bot* will do repetitive tasks for
you and concurrently upgrading
your service level. Rapidly
responds the requests, avoids
mistakes and reduce costs.
Provides data by tracking,
processing and analysing
conversations across platforms
(omnichannel). It's artiﬁcialy
intelligent!

I need to travel

Smart
ChatBot

Where do you
want to go?

Greece
When?

Finance & Insurance

4 stars
I made proposal.
Here you go!

and
I understand you

Automotive
Health Care

Retail

What type
of service suits you?

I read
what you type

Supply Chain

Hospitality

Second half of Jun

I listen
what you speak

INDUSTRIES

Sending ﬁles...

July instead of June
No problem. July it is!
Here you go!

Be On Channels
Where Your Customers Are

Sending ﬁles...

Telco

Context
Switching

Context Fill

Sentiment
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